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substantially identical to the design embodied in the ’8835 Patent, and the resemblance is such as 

to deceive such an observer, inducing him or her to purchase the Respondents’ infringing 

product. 

C. Respondents’ Infringement of the ’836 Patent 

133. On information and belief, the TYC Respondents make or have made in Taiwan 

and import into the United States, sell for importation, and/or sell in the United States after 

importation certain knockoff replacement taillamps that infringe the ’836 Patent. On information 

and belief, the LKQ Respondents import into the United States, sell for importation, and/or sell 

in the United States after importation at least those knockoff replacement taillamps manufactured 

by the TYC Respondents. 

134. A claim chart that applies the ’836 Patent to the Respondents’ representative 

infringing product (TYC Part No. 11-6493-00-9; LKQ Part No. HY2805117C) is attached as 

Exhibit 4.03.  As an example, a photograph of the Respondents’ representative infringing 

product is reproduced below with Fig. 1 of the ’836 Patent. 

Fig. 1 of the ’836 Patent Infringing Product 
 

 

 

 

135. The claim chart illustrates that the Respondents’ representative infringing product 

infringes the ’836 Patent because the design of the Respondents’ representative product is 
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substantially identical to the design embodied in the ’836 Patent, and the resemblance is such as 

to deceive such an observer, inducing him or her to purchase the Respondents’ infringing 

product. 

D. Respondents’ Infringement of the ’583 Patent 

136. On information and belief, the TYC Respondents make or have made in Taiwan 

and import into the United States, sell for importation, and/or sell in the United States after 

importation certain knockoff replacement headlamps that infringe the ’583 Patent. On 

information and belief, the LKQ Respondents import into the United States, sell for importation, 

and/or sell in the United States after importation at least those knockoff replacement headlamps 

manufactured by the TYC Respondents. 

137. A claim chart that applies the ’583 Patent to the Respondents’ representative 

infringing product (TYC Part No. 20-12361-00-9; LKQ Part No. HY2503158C) is attached as 

Exhibit 4.04.  As an example, a photograph of the Respondents’ representative infringing 

product is reproduced below with Fig. 1 of the ’583 Patent. 

Fig. 1 of the ’583 Patent Infringing Product 
 

 

 

 

138. The claim chart illustrates that the Respondents’ representative infringing product 

infringes the ’583 Patent because the design of the Respondents’ representative product is 

substantially identical to the design embodied in the ’583 Patent, and the resemblance is such as 
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to deceive such an observer, inducing him or her to purchase the Respondents’ infringing 

product. 

E. Respondents’ Infringement of the ’319 Patent 

139. On information and belief, the TYC Respondents make or have made in Taiwan 

and import into the United States, sell for importation, and/or sell in the United States after 

importation certain knockoff replacement headlamps that infringe the ’319 Patent. On 

information and belief, the LKQ Respondents import into the United States, sell for importation, 

and/or sell in the United States after importation at least those knockoff replacement headlamps 

manufactured by the TYC Respondents. 

140. A claim chart that applies the ’319 Patent to the Respondents’ representative 

infringing product (TYC Part No. 20-9690-00-9; LKQ Part No. HY2502177C) is attached as 

Exhibit 4.05.  As an example, a photograph of the Respondents’ representative infringing 

product is reproduced below with Fig. 1 of the ’319 Patent. 

Fig. 1 of the ’319 Patent Infringing Product 

 
 

 

 

141. The claim chart illustrates that the Respondents’ representative infringing product 

infringes the ’319 Patent because the design of the Respondents’ representative product is 
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substantially identical to the design embodied in the ’319 Patent, and the resemblance is such as 

to deceive such an observer, inducing him or her to purchase the Respondents’ infringing 

product. 

F. Respondents’ Infringement of the ’812 Patent 

142. On information and belief, the TYC Respondents make or have made in Taiwan 

and import into the United States, sell for importation, and/or sell in the United States after 

importation certain knockoff replacement headlamps that infringe the ’812 Patent. On 

information and belief, the LKQ Respondents import into the United States, sell for importation, 

and/or sell in the United States after importation at least those knockoff replacement headlamps 

manufactured by the TYC Respondents. 

143. A claim chart that applies the ’812 Patent to the Respondents’ representative 

infringing product (TYC Part No. 20-12551-00-9; LKQ Part No. HY2503161C) is attached as 

Exhibit 4.06.  As an example, a photograph of the Respondents’ representative infringing 

product is reproduced below with Fig. 1 of the ’812 Patent. 

Fig. 1 of the ’812 Patent Infringing Product 
 

 

 

 

144. The claim chart illustrates that the Respondents’ representative infringing product 

infringes the ’812 Patent because the design of the Respondents’ representative product is 

substantially identical to the design embodied in the ’812 Patent, and the resemblance is such as 
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to deceive such an observer, inducing him or her to purchase the Respondents’ infringing 

product. 

G. Respondents’ Infringement of the ’5835 Patent 

145. On information and belief, the TYC Respondents make or have made in Taiwan 

and import into the United States, sell for importation, and/or sell in the United States after 

importation certain knockoff replacement headlamps that infringe the ’5835 Patent. On 

information and belief, the LKQ Respondents import into the United States, sell for importation, 

and/or sell in the United States after importation at least those knockoff replacement headlamps 

manufactured by the TYC Respondents. 

146. A claim chart that applies the ’5835 Patent to the Respondents’ representative 

infringing product (TYC Part No. 20-12693-00-9; LKQ Part No. HY2503163C) is attached as 

Exhibit 4.07.  As an example, a photograph of the Respondents’ representative infringing 

product is reproduced below with Fig. 1 of the ’5835 Patent. 

Fig. 1 of the ’5835 Patent Infringing Product 

 

 

 

147. The claim chart illustrates that the Respondents’ representative infringing product 

infringes the ’5835 Patent because the design of the Respondents’ representative product is 

substantially identical to the design embodied in the ’5835 Patent, and the resemblance is such as 
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to deceive such an observer, inducing him or her to purchase the Respondents’ infringing 

product. 

H. Respondents’ Infringement of the ’690 Patent 

148. On information and belief, the TYC Respondents make or have made in Taiwan 

and import into the United States, sell for importation, and/or sell in the United States after 

importation certain knockoff replacement headlamps that infringe the ’690 Patent. On 

information and belief, the LKQ Respondents import into the United States, sell for importation, 

and/or sell in the United States after importation at least those knockoff replacement headlamps 

manufactured by the TYC Respondents. 

149. A claim chart that applies the ’690 Patent to the Respondents’ representative 

infringing product (TYC Part No. 20-9377-00-9; LKQ Part No. HY2503173C) is attached as 

Exhibit 4.08.  As an example, a photograph of the Respondents’ representative infringing 

product is reproduced below with Fig. 1 of the ’690 Patent. 

Fig. 1 of the ’690 Patent Infringing Product 
 

 

 

 

150. The claim chart illustrates that the Respondents’ representative infringing product 

infringes the ’690 Patent because the design of the Respondents’ representative product is 

substantially identical to the design embodied in the ’690 Patent, and the resemblance is such as 
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to deceive such an observer, inducing him or her to purchase the Respondents’ infringing 

product. 

I. Respondents’ Infringement of the ’217 Patent 

151. On information and belief, the TYC Respondents make or have made in Taiwan 

and import into the United States, sell for importation, and/or sell in the United States after 

importation certain knockoff replacement headlamps that infringe the ’217 Patent. On 

information and belief, the LKQ Respondents import into the United States, sell for importation, 

and/or sell in the United States after importation at least those knockoff replacement headlamps 

manufactured by the TYC Respondents. 

152. A claim chart that applies the ’217 Patent to the Respondents’ representative 

infringing product (TYC Part No. 20-9379-00-9; LKQ Part No. HY2503169C) is attached as 

Exhibit 4.09.  As an example, a photograph of the Respondents’ representative infringing 

product is reproduced below with Fig. 1 of the ’217 Patent. 

Fig. 1 of the ’217 Patent Infringing Product 
 

 

 

 

153. The claim chart illustrates that the Respondents’ representative infringing product 

infringes the ’217 Patent because the design of the Respondents’ representative product is 

substantially identical to the design embodied in the ’217 Patent, and the resemblance is such as 
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to deceive such an observer, inducing him or her to purchase the Respondents’ infringing 

product. 

J. Respondents’ Infringement of the ’436 Patent 

154. On information and belief, the TYC Respondents make or have made in Taiwan 

and import into the United States, sell for importation, and/or sell in the United States after 

importation certain knockoff replacement taillamps that infringe the ’436 Patent. On information 

and belief, the LKQ Respondents import into the United States, sell for importation, and/or sell 

in the United States after importation at least those knockoff replacement taillamps manufactured 

by the TYC Respondents. 

155. A claim chart that applies the ’436 Patent to the Respondents’ representative 

infringing product (TYC Part No. 11-6721-00; LKQ Part No. HY2805129C) is attached as 

Exhibit 4.10. As an example, a photograph of the Respondents’ representative infringing product 

is reproduced below with Fig. 1 of the ’436 Patent. 

Fig. 1 of the ’436 Patent Infringing Product 
 

 

 

 

156.  The claim chart illustrates that the Respondents’ representative infringing product 

infringes the ’436 Patent because the design of the Respondents’ representative product is 

substantially identical to the design embodied in the ’436 Patent, and the resemblance is such as 

to deceive such an observer, inducing him or her to purchase the Respondents’ infringing 

product. 
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K. Respondents’ Infringement of the ’003 Patent 

157. On information and belief, the TYC Respondents make or have made in Taiwan 

and import into the United States, sell for importation, and/or sell in the United States after 

importation certain knockoff replacement headlamps that infringe the ’003 Patent. On 

information and belief, the LKQ Respondents import into the United States, sell for importation, 

and/or sell in the United States after importation at least those knockoff replacement headlamps 

manufactured by the TYC Respondents. 

158. A claim chart that applies the ’003 Patent to the Respondents’ representative 

infringing product (TYC Part No. 20-9642-00-9; LKQ Part No. HY2502186C) is attached as 

Exhibit 4.11.  As an example, a photograph of the Respondents’ representative infringing 

product is reproduced below with Fig. 1 of the ’003 Patent. 

Fig. 1 of the ’003 Patent Infringing Product 
 

 

 

 

159. The claim chart illustrates that the Respondents’ representative infringing product 

infringes the ’003 Patent because the design of the Respondents’ representative product is 

substantially identical to the design embodied in the ’003 Patent, and the resemblance is such as 

to deceive such an observer, inducing him or her to purchase the Respondents’ infringing 

product. 
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L. Respondents’ Infringement of the ’057 Patent 

160. On information and belief, the TYC Respondents make or have made in Taiwan 

and import into the United States, sell for importation, and/or sell in the United States after 

importation certain knockoff replacement headlamps that infringe the ’057 Patent. On 

information and belief, the LKQ Respondents import into the United States, sell for importation, 

and/or sell in the United States after importation at least those knockoff replacement headlamps 

manufactured by the TYC Respondents. 

161. A claim chart that applies the ’057 Patent to the Respondents’ representative 

infringing product (TYC Part No. 20-9640-00-9; LKQ Part No. HY2502187C) is attached as 

Exhibit 4.12.  As an example, a photograph of the Respondents’ representative infringing 

product is reproduced below with Fig. 1 of the ’057 Patent. 

Fig. 1 of the ’057 Patent Infringing Product 

 

 

 

162. The claim chart illustrates that the Respondents’ representative infringing product 

infringes the ’057 Patent because the design of the Respondents’ representative product is 

substantially identical to the design embodied in the ’057 Patent, and the resemblance is such as 

to deceive such an observer, inducing him or her to purchase the Respondents’ infringing 

product. 
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M. Respondents’ Infringement of the ’574 Patent 

163. On information and belief, the TYC Respondents make or have made in Taiwan 

and import into the United States, sell for importation, and/or sell in the United States after 

importation certain knockoff replacement taillamps that infringe the ’574 Patent. On information 

and belief, the LKQ Respondents import into the United States, sell for importation, and/or sell 

in the United States after importation at least those knockoff replacement taillamps manufactured 

by the TYC Respondents. 

164. A claim chart that applies the ’574 Patent to the Respondents’ representative 

infringing product (TYC Part No. 11-6757-00-9; LKQ Part No. HY2805131C) is attached as 

Exhibit 4.13.  As an example, a photograph of the Respondents’ representative infringing 

product is reproduced below with Fig. 1 of the ’574 Patent. 

Fig. 1 of the ’574 Patent Infringing Product 
 

 

 

 

165. The claim chart illustrates that the Respondents’ representative infringing product 

infringes the ’574 Patent because the design of the Respondents’ representative product is 

substantially identical to the design embodied in the ’574 Patent, and the resemblance is such as 

to deceive such an observer, inducing him or her to purchase the Respondents’ infringing 

product. 
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N. Respondents’ Infringement of the ’980 Patent 

166. On information and belief, the TYC Respondents make or have made in Taiwan 

and import into the United States, sell for importation, and/or sell in the United States after 

importation certain knockoff replacement headlamps that infringe the ’980 Patent. On 

information and belief, the LKQ Respondents import into the United States, sell for importation, 

and/or sell in the United States after importation at least those knockoff replacement headlamps 

manufactured by the TYC Respondents. 

167. A claim chart that applies the ’980 Patent to the Respondents’ representative 

infringing product (TYC Part No. 20-9595-00-9; LKQ Part No. HY2503183C) is attached as 

Exhibit 4.14.  As an example, a photograph of the Respondents’ representative infringing 

product is reproduced below with Fig. 1 of the ’980 Patent. 

Fig. 1 of the ’980 Patent Infringing Product 
 

 

 
 

 

168. The claim chart illustrates that the Respondents’ representative infringing product 

infringes the ’980 Patent because the design of the Respondents’ representative product is 

substantially identical to the design embodied in the ’980 Patent, and the resemblance is such as 

to deceive such an observer, inducing him or her to purchase the Respondents’ infringing 

product. 
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O. Respondents’ Infringement of the ’864 Patent 

169. On information and belief, the TYC Respondents make or have made in Taiwan 

and import into the United States, sell for importation, and/or sell in the United States after 

importation certain knockoff replacement taillamps that infringe the ’864 Patent. On information 

and belief, the LKQ Respondents import into the United States, sell for importation, and/or sell 

in the United States after importation at least those knockoff replacement taillamps manufactured 

by the TYC Respondents. 

170. A claim chart that applies the ’864 Patent to the Respondents’ representative 

infringing product (TYC Part No. 17-5614-00-9; LKQ Part No. HY2802135C) is attached as 

Exhibit 4.15.  As an example, a photograph of the Respondents’ representative infringing 

product is reproduced below with Fig. 1 of the ’864 Patent. 

Fig. 1 of the ’864 Patent Infringing Product 
 
 

 

 

 

171. The claim chart illustrates that the Respondents’ representative infringing product 

infringes the ’864 Patent because the design of the Respondents’ representative product is 

substantially identical to the design embodied in the ’864 Patent, and the resemblance is such as 

to deceive such an observer, inducing him or her to purchase the Respondents’ infringing 

product. 
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P. Respondents’ Infringement of the ’865 Patent 

172. On information and belief, the TYC Respondents make or have made in Taiwan 

and import into the United States, sell for importation, and/or sell in the United States after 

importation certain knockoff replacement headlamps that infringe the ’865 Patent. On 

information and belief, the LKQ Respondents import into the United States, sell for importation, 

and/or sell in the United States after importation at least those knockoff replacement headlamps 

manufactured by the TYC Respondents. 

173. A claim chart that applies the ’865 Patent to the Respondents’ representative 

infringing product (TYC Part No. 20-9746-90-9; LKQ Part No. HY2502199C) is attached as 

Exhibit 4.16.  As an example, a photograph of the Respondents’ representative infringing 

product is reproduced below with Fig. 1 of the ’865 Patent. 

Fig. 1 of the ’865 Patent Infringing Product 
 

 

 

 

174. The claim chart illustrates that the Respondents’ representative infringing product 

infringes the ’865 Patent because the design of the Respondents’ representative product is 

substantially identical to the design embodied in the ’865 Patent, and the resemblance is such as 

to deceive such an observer, inducing him or her to purchase the Respondents’ infringing 

product. 
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Q. Respondents’ Infringement of the ’292 Patent 

175. On information and belief, the TYC Respondents make or have made in Taiwan 

and import into the United States, sell for importation, and/or sell in the United States after 

importation certain knockoff replacement headlamps that infringe the ’292 Patent. On 

information and belief, the LKQ Respondents import into the United States, sell for importation, 

and/or sell in the United States after importation at least those knockoff replacement headlamps 

manufactured by the TYC Respondents. 

176. A claim chart that applies the ’292 Patent to the Respondents’ representative 

infringing product (TYC Part No. 20-9807-00-9; LKQ Part No. HY2503206C) is attached as 

Exhibit 4.17.  As an example, a photograph of the Respondents’ representative infringing 

product is reproduced below with Fig. 1 of the ’292 Patent. 

Fig. 1 of the ’292 Patent Infringing Product 
 

 

 

 

177. The claim chart illustrates that the Respondents’ representative infringing product 

infringes the ’292 Patent because the design of the Respondents’ representative product is 

substantially identical to the design embodied in the ’292 Patent, and the resemblance is such as 

to deceive such an observer, inducing him or her to purchase the Respondents’ infringing 

product. 
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R. Respondents’ Infringement of the ’351 Patent 

178. On information and belief, the TYC Respondents make or have made in Taiwan 

and import into the United States, sell for importation, and/or sell in the United States after 

importation certain knockoff replacement taillamps that infringe the ’351 Patent. On information 

and belief, the LKQ Respondents import into the United States, sell for importation, and/or sell 

in the United States after importation at least those knockoff replacement taillamps manufactured 

by the TYC Respondents. 

179. A claim chart that applies the ’351 Patent to the Respondents’ representative 

infringing product (TYC Part No. 11-6903-00-9; LKQ Part No. HY2805142C) is attached as 

Exhibit 4.18.  As an example, a photograph of the Respondents’ representative infringing 

product is reproduced below with Fig. 1 of the ’351 Patent. 

Fig. 1 of the ’351 Patent Infringing Product 
 

 

 

 

180. The claim chart illustrates that the Respondents’ representative infringing product 

infringes the ’351 Patent because the design of the Respondents’ representative product is 

substantially identical to the design embodied in the ’351 Patent, and the resemblance is such as 

to deceive such an observer, inducing him or her to purchase the Respondents’ infringing 

product. 
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S. Respondents’ Infringement of the ’163 Patent 

181. On information and belief, the TYC Respondents make or have made in Taiwan 

and import into the United States, sell for importation, and/or sell in the United States after 

importation certain knockoff replacement headlamps that infringe the ’163 Patent. On 

information and belief, the LKQ Respondents import into the United States, sell for importation, 

and/or sell in the United States after importation at least those knockoff replacement headlamps 

manufactured by the TYC Respondents. 

182. A claim chart that applies the ’163 Patent to the Respondents’ representative 

infringing product (TYC Part No. 20-16343-00; LKQ Part No. HY2503218) is attached as 

Exhibit 4.19.  As an example, a photograph of the Respondents’ representative infringing 

product is reproduced below with Fig. 1 of the ’163 Patent. 

Fig. 1 of the ’163 Patent Infringing Product 

 

 

 

183. The claim chart illustrates that the Respondents’ representative infringing product 

infringes the ’163 Patent because the design of the Respondents’ representative product is 

substantially identical to the design embodied in the ’163 Patent, and the resemblance is such as 

to deceive such an observer, inducing him or her to purchase the Respondents’ infringing 

product. 
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T. Respondents’ Infringement of the ’947 Patent 

184. On information and belief, the TYC Respondents make or have made in Taiwan 

and import into the United States, sell for importation, and/or sell in the United States after 

importation certain knockoff replacement headlamps that infringe the ’947 Patent. On 

information and belief, the LKQ Respondents import into the United States, sell for importation, 

and/or sell in the United States after importation at least those knockoff replacement headlamps 

manufactured by the TYC Respondents. 

185. A claim chart that applies the ’947 Patent to the Respondents’ representative 

infringing product (TYC Part No. 20-16159-00-9; LKQ Part No. HY2503217C) is attached as 

Exhibit 4.20.  As an example, a photograph of the Respondents’ representative infringing 

product is reproduced below with Fig. 1 of the ’947 Patent. 

Fig. 1 of the ’947 Patent Infringing Product 

 

 

 
 

186. The claim chart illustrates that the Respondents’ representative infringing product 

infringes the ’947 Patent because the design of the Respondents’ representative product is 

substantially identical to the design embodied in the ’947 Patent, and the resemblance is such as 

to deceive such an observer, inducing him or her to purchase the Respondents’ infringing 

product. 
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U. Respondents’ Infringement of the ’225 Patent 

187. On information and belief, the TYC Respondents make or have made in Taiwan 

and import into the United States, sell for importation, and/or sell in the United States after 

importation certain knockoff replacement headlamps that infringe the ’225 Patent. On 

information and belief, the LKQ Respondents import into the United States, sell for importation, 

and/or sell in the United States after importation at least those knockoff replacement headlamps 

manufactured by the TYC Respondents. 

188. A claim chart that applies the ’225 Patent to the Respondents’ representative 

infringing product (TYC Part No. 20-16569-00; LKQ Part No. HY2503223) is attached as 

Exhibit 4.21.  As an example, a photograph of the Respondents’ representative infringing 

product is reproduced below with Fig. 1 of the ’225 Patent. 

Fig. 1 of the ’225 Patent Infringing Product 
 

 
 

 

 

189.  The claim chart illustrates that the Respondents’ representative infringing product 

infringes the ’225 Patent because the design of the Respondents’ representative product is 

substantially identical to the design embodied in the ’225 Patent, and the resemblance is such as 

to deceive such an observer, inducing him or her to purchase the Respondents’ infringing 

product. 
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VII. SPECIFIC ACTS OF UNFAIR IMPORTATION AND SALE 

190. On information and belief, the Respondents’ Accused Products are imported into 

the United States, sold for importation into the United States, and/or sold after they are imported 

into the United States.  On information and belief, the Respondents will continue importing, 

selling for importation, and/or selling within the United States after importation the Accused 

Products, in violation of Section 337. 

191. On information and belief, the Respondents’ Accused Products are manufactured, 

assembled, and/or packaged in Taiwan. See Exhibits 5.06-5.26.  The Respondents’ Accused 

Products are then imported into the United States, sold for importation into the United States, 

and/or sold after importation into the United States by the Respondents and others. See Exhibits 

5.26-5.54.  

192. As detailed below, the Complainants have obtained, in the United States, 

representative samples of at least one infringing automotive lamp that infringes each 

corresponding one of the Asserted Patents.  Specific instances of importation, sale for 

importation, and/or sale within the United States after importation of infringing automotive 

lamps by the Respondents are summarized below. 

Asserted 
Patent 

Representative 
Accused Product 

Manufacturer Country 
of Origin 

Purchase 
Date 

Purchase 
Store 

The ’478 
Patent 

LKQ: HY2502157C; 
TYC: 20-9256-00-9 

TYC Brothers Taiwan 12-Aug-2021 LKQ 
Online2 

The ’8835 
Patent 

LKQ: HY2805116C; 
TYC: 11-6347-00-9 

TYC Brothers 
(for Keystone) 

Taiwan 12-Aug-2021 LKQ 
Online 

The ’836 
Patent 

LKQ: HY2805117C; 
TYC: 11-6493-00-9 

TYC Brothers Taiwan 16-Sep-2021 LKQ 
Online 

The ’583 
Patent 

LKQ: HY2503158C; 
TYC: 20-12361-00-9 

TYC Brothers Taiwan 12-Aug-2021 LKQ 
Online 

The ’319 
Patent 

LKQ: HY2502177C; 
TYC: 20-9690-00-9 

TYC Brothers Taiwan 12-Aug-2021 LKQ 
Online 

                                                 
2 https://www.lkqonline.com   
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Asserted 
Patent 

Representative 
Accused Product 

Manufacturer Country 
of Origin 

Purchase 
Date 

Purchase 
Store 

The ’812 
Patent 

LKQ: HY2503161C; 
TYC: 20-12551-00-9 

TYC Brothers Taiwan 12-Aug-2021 LKQ 
Online 

The ’5835 
Patent 

LKQ: HY2503163C; 
TYC: 20-12693-00-9 

TYC Brothers Taiwan 18-Jun-2021 LKQ 
Online 

The ’690 
Patent 

LKQ: HY2503173C; 
TYC: 20-9377-00-9 

TYC Brothers Taiwan 12-Aug-2021 LKQ 
Online 

The ’217 
Patent 

LKQ: HY2503169C; 
TYC: 20-9379-00-9 

TYC Brothers Taiwan 12-Aug-2021 LKQ 
Online 

The ’436 
Patent 

LKQ: HY2805129C; 
TYC: 11-6721-00 

TYC Brothers Taiwan 12-Aug-2021 LKQ 
Online 

The ’003 
Patent 

LKQ: HY2502186C; 
TYC: 20-9642-00-9 

TYC Brothers Taiwan 12-Aug-2021 LKQ 
Online 

The ’057 
Patent 

LKQ: HY2502187C; 
TYC: 20-9640-00-9 

TYC Brothers Taiwan 15-Sep-2021 LKQ 
Online 

The ’574 
Patent 

LKQ: HY2805131C; 
TYC: 11-6757-00-9 

TYC Brothers Taiwan 12-Aug-2021 LKQ 
Online 

The ’980 
Patent 

LKQ: HY2503183C; 
TYC: 20-9595-00-9 

TYC Brothers Taiwan 12-Aug-2021 LKQ 
Online 

The ’864 
Patent 

LKQ: HY2802135C; 
TYC: 17-5614-009 

TYC Brothers Taiwan 27-Aug-2021 LKQ 
Online 

The ’865 
Patent 

LKQ: HY2502199C; 
TYC: 20-9746-90-9 

TYC Brothers Taiwan 12-Aug-2021 LKQ 
Online 

The ’292 
Patent 

LKQ: HY2503206C; 
TYC: 20-9807-00-9 

TYC Brothers Taiwan 12-Aug-2021 LKQ 
Online 

The ’351 
Patent 

LKQ: HY2805142C; 
TYC: 11-6903-00-9 

TYC Brothers Taiwan 27-Aug-2021 LKQ 
Online 

The ’163 
Patent 

LKQ: HY2503218; 
TYC: 20-16343-00 

TYC Brothers Taiwan 9-Sep-2021 LKQ 
Online 

The ’947 
Patent 

LKQ: HY2503217C; 
TYC: 20-16159-00-9 

TYC Brothers Taiwan 27-Aug-2021 LKQ 
Online 

The ’225 
Patent 

LKQ: HY2503223; 
TYC: 20-16569-00 

TYC Brothers Taiwan 21-Sep-2021 LKQ 
Online 

A. The TYC Respondents 

193. The TYC Respondents have imported, sold for importation, and/or sold within the 

United States after importation the Accused Products in violation of, inter alia, Section 

337(a)(1)(B)(i).  On information and belief, the TYC Respondents have sold or offered for sale 

and/or continues to sell or offer for sale the Accused Products via various sales and distribution 

channels.  For example, the TYC Respondents’ Accused Products have been sold and/or offered 
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for sale and/or are being sold or offered for sale in various popular online marketplaces, such as 

Amazon3, eBay4, Walmart5, Rockauto6, and LKQ Online.  Exhibits 5.01-5.05 are printouts of the 

website pages evidencing that an exemplary Accused Product (i.e., TYC Part No. 20-9256-00-9) 

that infringes the ’478 Patent is being sold or offered for sale in the United States in the above-

mentioned marketplaces.  The specific instances of importation and sale of the representative 

Accused Products are detailed below.7    

i. Importation and Sale of Products Infringing the ’478 Patent 

194. The TYC Respondents have imported, sold for importation, and/or sold within the 

United States after importation 2011-2014 Hyundai Sonata headlamps that infringe the ’478 

Patent.  On information and belief, the Accused Products that infringe the ’478 Patent include, 

but are not limited to, TYC Part Nos. 20-9150-00, 20-9150-00-9, 20-9150-00-1, 20-9149-00, 20-

9149-00-9, 20-9149-00-1, 20-9256-00, 20-9256-00-9, 20-9256-00-1, 20-9255-00, 20-9255-00-9, 

and 20-9255-00-1.  These Accused Products are listed in the Respondent Genera’s part-search 

website (https://tyc.autocaredata.com) as being available for purchase in the United States.  

Exhibit 5.06 is printouts of the product description and product images of a representative 

Accused Product (i.e., TYC Part No. 20-9256-00-9) from the Respondent Genera’s part-search 

website. The product description reflects that Taiwan is the country of origin for the 

representative Accused Product.   

                                                 
3 https://www.amazon.com  
4 https://www.ebay.com  
5 https://www.walmart.com  
6 https://www.rockauto.com  
7 Hyundai seeks relief on the TYC Respondents’ any other products that may be discovered 
during this investigation that infringe the Asserted Patents, regardless of whether those products 
were identified herein. 
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195. Exhibit 5.49 is an order receipt dated August 12, 2021, and related invoices, 

reflecting the sale of the representative Accused Product that was purchased from LKQ Online in 

the United States and delivered to an address in the United States.  Exhibit 5.27 shows the 

pictures of the product packaging and label of the representative Accused Product.  As 

reproduced below, the representative Accused Product is labeled “MADE IN TAIWAN.” 

 

ii. Importation and Sale of Products Infringing the ’8835 Patent 

196. The TYC Respondents have imported, sold for importation, and/or sold within the 

United States after importation 2011-2014 Hyundai Sonata taillamps that infringe the ’8835 

Patent.  On information and belief, the Accused Products that infringe the ’8835 Patent include, 

but are not limited to, TYC Part Nos. 11-6347-00-9, 11-6347-00, 11-6347-00-1, 11-6348-00-9, 

11-6348-00, and 11-6348-00-1.  These Accused Products are listed in the Respondent Genera’s 

part-search website (https://tyc.autocaredata.com) as being available for purchase in the United 

States.  Exhibit 5.07 is printouts of the product description and product images of a 

representative Accused Product (i.e., TYC Part No. 11-6347-00-9) from the Respondent 
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Genera’s part-search website. The product description reflects that Taiwan is the country of 

origin for the representative Accused Product.   

197. Exhibit 5.49 is an order receipt dated August 12, 2021, and related invoices 

reflecting the sale of a representative Accused Product (Keystone Part No. HY2805116C) that 

was purchased from LKQ Online in the United States and delivered to an address in the United 

States.  On information and belief, this product was manufactured by the TYC Respondents (See 

the product label below indicating “TYC INTERNAL 11-6347-00-CR”).  Exhibit 5.28 shows the 

pictures of the product packaging and label of the representative Accused Product.  As 

reproduced below, the representative Accused Product is labeled “MADE IN TAIWAN.” 

 

iii. Importation and Sale of Products Infringing the ’836 Patent 

198. The TYC Respondents have imported, sold for importation, and/or sold within the 

United States after importation 2010-2012 Hyundai Santa Fe taillamps that infringe the ’836 

Patent.  On information and belief, the Accused Products that infringe the ’836 Patent include, 

but are not limited to, TYC Part Nos. 11-6493-00, 11-6493-00-9, 11-6493-00-1, 11-6494-00, 11-
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6494-00-9, and 11-6494-00-1.  These Accused Products are listed in the Respondent Genera’s 

part-search website (https://tyc.autocaredata.com) as being available for purchase in the United 

States.  Exhibit 5.08 is printouts of the product description and product images of a 

representative Accused Product (i.e., TYC Part No. 11-6493-00-9) from the Respondent 

Genera’s part-search website.  The product description reflects that Taiwan is the country of 

origin for the representative Accused Product.   

199. Exhibit 5.53 is an order receipt dated September 16, 2021, and related invoices 

reflecting the sale of the representative Accused Product that was purchased from LKQ Online in 

the United States and delivered to an address in the United States.  Exhibit 5.29 shows the 

pictures of the product packaging and label of the representative Accused Product.  As 

reproduced below, the representative Accused Product is labeled “MADE IN TAIWAN.” 

 

iv. Importation and Sale of Products Infringing the ’583 Patent 

200. The TYC Respondents have imported, sold for importation, and/or sold within the 

United States after importation 2010-2013 Hyundai Tucson headlamps that infringe the ’583 
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Patent.  On information and belief, the Accused Products that infringe the ’583 Patent include, 

but are not limited to, TYC Part Nos. 20-12361-00-1, 20-12361-00-9, 20-12361-00, 20-12362-

00-1, 20-12362-00-9, and 20-12362-00.  These Accused Products are listed in the Respondent 

Genera’s part-search website (https://tyc.autocaredata.com) as being available for purchase in the 

United States.  Exhibit 5.09 is printouts of the product description and product images of a 

representative Accused Product (i.e., TYC Part No. 20-12361-00-9) from the Respondent 

Genera’s part-search website. The product description reflects that Taiwan is the country of 

origin for the representative Accused Product.   

201. Exhibit 5.49 is an order receipt dated August 12, 2021, and related invoices 

reflecting the sale of the representative Accused Product that was purchased from LKQ Online in 

the United States and delivered to an address in the United States.  Exhibit 5.30 shows the 

pictures of the product packaging and label of the representative Accused Product.  As 

reproduced below, the representative Accused Product is labeled “MADE IN TAIWAN.” 
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v. Importation and Sale of Products Infringing the ’319 Patent 

202. The TYC Respondents have imported, sold for importation, and/or sold within the 

United States after importation 2011-2015 Hyundai Sonata headlamps that infringe the ’319 

Patent.  On information and belief, the Accused Products that infringe the ’319 Patent include, 

but are not limited to, TYC Part Nos. 20-9689-00, 20-9689-00-9, 20-9689-00-1, 20-9690-00, 20-

9690-00-9, and 20-9690-00-1.  These Accused Products are listed in the Respondent Genera’s 

part-search website (https://tyc.autocaredata.com) as being available for purchase in the United 

States.  Exhibit 5.10 is printouts of the product description and product images of a 

representative Accused Product (i.e., TYC Part No. 20-9690-00-9) from the Respondent 

Genera’s part-search website. The product description reflects that Taiwan is the country of 

origin for the representative Accused Product.   

203. Exhibit 5.49 is an order receipt dated August 12, 2021, and related invoices 

reflecting the sale of the representative Accused Product that was purchased from LKQ Online in 

the United States and delivered to an address in the United States.  Exhibit 5.31 shows the 

pictures of the product packaging and label of the representative Accused Product.  As 

reproduced below, the representative Accused Product is labeled “MADE IN TAIWAN.” 
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vi. Importation and Sale of Products Infringing the ’812 Patent 

204. The TYC Respondents have imported, sold for importation, and/or sold within the 

United States after importation 2011-2013 Hyundai Elantra headlamps that infringe the ’812 

Patent.  On information and belief, the Accused Products that infringe the ’812 Patent include, 

but are not limited to, TYC Part Nos. 20-12551-00, 20-12551-00-1, 20-12551-00-9, 20-12552-

00, 20-12552-00-1, and 20-12552-00-9.  These Accused Products are listed in the Respondent 

Genera’s part-search website (https://tyc.autocaredata.com) as being available for purchase in the 

United States.  Exhibit 5.11 is printouts of the product description and product images of a 

representative Accused Product (i.e., TYC Part No. 20-12551-00-9) from the Respondent 

Genera’s part-search website. The product description reflects that Taiwan is the country of 

origin for the representative Accused Product.   

205. Exhibit 5.49 is an order receipt dated August 12, 2021, and related invoices 

reflecting the sale of the representative Accused Product that was purchased from LKQ Online in 

the United States and delivered to an address in the United States.  Exhibit 5.32 shows the 
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pictures of the product packaging and label of the representative Accused Product.  As 

reproduced below, the representative Accused Product is labeled “MADE IN TAIWAN.” 

 

vii. Importation and Sale of Products Infringing the ’5835 Patent 

206. The TYC Respondents have imported, sold for importation, and/or sold within the 

United States after importation 2012-2014 Hyundai Accent headlamps that infringe the ’5835 

Patent.  On information and belief, the Accused Products that infringe the ’5835 Patent include, 

but are not limited to, TYC Part Nos. 20-12693-00, 20-12693-00-9, 20-12693-00-1, 20-12694-

00, 20-12694-00-9, and 20-12694-00-1.  These Accused Products are listed in the Respondent 

Genera’s part-search website (https://tyc.autocaredata.com) as being available for purchase in the 

United States.  Exhibit 5.12 is printouts of the product description and product images of a 

representative Accused Product (i.e., TYC Part No. 20-12693-00-9) from the Respondent 

Genera’s part-search website. The product description reflects that Taiwan is the country of 

origin for the representative Accused Product.   
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207. Exhibit 5.48 is an order receipt dated June 18, 2021, and related invoices 

reflecting the sale of the representative Accused Product that was purchased from LKQ Online in 

the United States and delivered to an address in the United States.  Exhibit 5.33 shows the 

pictures of the product packaging and label of the representative Accused Product.  As 

reproduced below, the representative Accused Product is labeled “MADE IN TAIWAN.” 

 

viii. Importation and Sale of Products Infringing the ’690 Patent 

208. The TYC Respondents have imported, sold for importation, and/or sold within the 

United States after importation 2012-2016 Hyundai Elantra headlamps that infringe the ’690 

Patent.  On information and belief, the Accused Products that infringe the ’690 Patent include, 

but are not limited to, TYC Part Nos. 20-9378-00-1, 20-9378-00, 20-9378-00-9, 20-9377-00-1, 

20-9377-00, and 20-9377-00-9.  These Accused Products are listed in the Respondent Genera’s 

part-search website (https://tyc.autocaredata.com) as being available for purchase in the United 

States.  Exhibit 5.13 is printouts of the product description and product images of a 

representative Accused Product (i.e., TYC Part No. 20-9377-00-9) from the Respondent 
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Genera’s part-search website. The product description reflects that Taiwan is the country of 

origin for the representative Accused Product.   

209. Exhibit 5.49 is an order receipt dated August 12, 2021, and related invoices 

reflecting the sale of the representative Accused Product that was purchased from LKQ Online in 

the United States and delivered to an address in the United States.  Exhibit 5.34 shows the 

pictures of the product packaging and label of the representative Accused Product.  As 

reproduced below, the representative Accused Product is labeled “MADE IN TAIWAN.” 

 

ix. Importation and Sale of Products Infringing the ’217 Patent 

210. The TYC Respondents have imported, sold for importation, and/or sold within the 

United States after importation 2013-2017 Hyundai Santa Fe headlamps that infringe the ’217 

Patent.  On information and belief, the Accused Products that infringe the ’217 Patent include, 

but are not limited to, TYC Part Nos. 20-9380-00-9, 20-9380-00-1, 20-9380-00, 20-9438-00-1, 

20-9438-00, 20-9438-00-9, 20-9379-00-9, 20-9379-00-1, 20-9379-00, 20-9437-00-1, 20-9437-

00, and 20-9437-00-9.  These Accused Products are listed in the Respondent Genera’s part-
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search website (https://tyc.autocaredata.com) as being available for purchase in the United 

States.  Exhibit 5.14 is printouts of the product description and product images of a 

representative Accused Product (i.e., TYC Part No. 20-9379-00-9) from the Respondent 

Genera’s part-search website. The product description reflects that Taiwan is the country of 

origin for the representative Accused Product.   

211. Exhibit 5.49 is an order receipt dated August 12, 2021, and related invoices 

reflecting the sale of the representative Accused Product that was purchased from LKQ Online in 

the United States and delivered to an address in the United States.  Exhibit 5.35 shows the 

pictures of the product packaging and label of the representative Accused Product.  As 

reproduced below, the representative Accused Product is labeled “MADE IN TAIWAN.” 

 

x. Importation and Sale of Products Infringing the ’436 Patent 

212. The TYC Respondents have imported, sold for importation, and/or sold within the 

United States after importation 2015-2017 Hyundai Sonata taillamps that infringe the ’436 

Patent.  On information and belief, the Accused Products that infringe the ’436 Patent include, 
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but are not limited to, TYC Part Nos. 11-6721-00-1, 11-6721-00, 11-6721-00-9, 11-6722-00-1, 

11-6722-00, and 11-6722-00-9.  These Accused Products are listed in the Respondent Genera’s 

part-search website (https://tyc.autocaredata.com) as being available for purchase in the United 

States.  Exhibit 5.15 is printouts of the product description and product images of a 

representative Accused Product (i.e., TYC Part No. 11-6721-00) from the Respondent Genera’s 

part-search website. The product description reflects that Taiwan is the country of origin for the 

representative Accused Product.   

213. Exhibit 5.49 is an order receipt dated August 12, 2021, and related invoices 

reflecting the sale of the representative Accused Product that was purchased from LKQ Online in 

the United States and delivered to an address in the United States.  Exhibit 5.36 shows the 

pictures of the product packaging and label of the representative Accused Product.  As 

reproduced below, the representative Accused Product is labeled “MADE IN TAIWAN.” 

 

xi. Importation and Sale of Products Infringing the ’003 Patent 

214. The TYC Respondents have imported, sold for importation, and/or sold within the 

United States after importation 2014-2016 Hyundai Elantra headlamps that infringe the ’003 

Patent.  On information and belief, the Accused Products that infringe the ’003 Patent include, 

but are not limited to, TYC Part Nos. 20-9642-00, 20-9642-00-9, 20-9642-00-1, 20-9641-00, 20-

9641-00-9, and 20-9641-00-1.  These Accused Products are listed in the Respondent Genera’s 

part-search website (https://tyc.autocaredata.com) as being available for purchase in the United 
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States.  Exhibit 5.16 is printouts of the product description and product images of a 

representative Accused Product (i.e., TYC Part No. 20-9642-00-9) from the Respondent 

Genera’s part-search website. The product description reflects that Taiwan is the country of 

origin for the representative Accused Product.   

215. Exhibit 5.49 is an order receipt dated August 12, 2021, and related invoices 

reflecting the sale of the representative Accused Product that was purchased from LKQ Online in 

the United States and delivered to an address in the United States.  Exhibit 5.37 shows the 

pictures of the product packaging and label of the representative Accused Product.  As 

reproduced below, the representative Accused Product is labeled “MADE IN TAIWAN.” 

 

xii. Importation and Sale of Products Infringing the ’057 Patent 

216. The TYC Respondents have imported, sold for importation, and/or sold within the 

United States after importation 2014-2016 Hyundai Elantra headlamps that infringe the ’057 

Patent.  On information and belief, the Accused Products that infringe the ’057 Patent include, 

but are not limited to, TYC Part Nos. 20-9616-00, 20-9616-00-9, 20-9615-00, 20-9615-00-9, 20-
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9640-00, 20-9640-00-9, 20-9640-00-1, 20-9639-00, 20-9639-00-9, and 20-9639-00-1.  These 

Accused Products are listed in the Respondent Genera’s part-search website 

(https://tyc.autocaredata.com) as being available for purchase in the United States.  Exhibit 5.17 

is printouts of the product description and product images of a representative Accused Product 

(i.e., TYC Part No. 20-9640-00-9) from the Respondent Genera’s part-search website. The 

product description reflects that Taiwan is the country of origin for the representative Accused 

Product.   

217. Exhibit 5.52 is an order receipt dated September 15, 2021, and related invoices 

reflecting the sale of the representative Accused Product that was purchased from LKQ Online in 

the United States and delivered to an address in the United States.  Exhibit 5.38 shows the 

pictures of the product packaging and label of the representative Accused Product.  As 

reproduced below, the representative Accused Product is labeled “MADE IN TAIWAN.” 
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xiii. Importation and Sale of Products Infringing the ’574 Patent 

218. The TYC Respondents have imported, sold for importation, and/or sold within the 

United States after importation 2014-2016 Hyundai Elantra taillamps that infringe the ’574 

Patent.  On information and belief, the Accused Products that infringe the ’574 Patent include, 

but are not limited to, TYC Part Nos. 11-6757-90, 11-6757-90-9, 11-6758-90, 11-6758-90-9, 11-

6757-00-9, 11-6757-00-1, 11-6757-00, 11-6758-00-9, 11-6758-00-1, and 11-6758-00.  These 

Accused Products are listed in the Respondent Genera’s part-search website 

(https://tyc.autocaredata.com) as being available for purchase in the United States.  Exhibit 5.18 

is printouts of the product description and product images of a representative Accused Product 

(i.e., TYC Part No. 11-6757-00-9) from the Respondent Genera’s part-search website. The 

product description reflects that Taiwan is the country of origin for the representative Accused 

Product.   

219. Exhibit 5.49 is an order receipt dated August 12, 2021, and related invoices 

reflecting the sale of the representative Accused Product that was purchased from LKQ Online in 

the United States and delivered to an address in the United States.  Exhibit 5.39 shows the 

pictures of the product packaging and label of the representative Accused Product.  As 

reproduced below, the representative Accused Product is labeled “MADE IN TAIWAN.” 
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xiv. Importation and Sale of Products Infringing the ’980 Patent 

220. The TYC Respondents have imported, sold for importation, and/or sold within the 

United States after importation 2015-2017 Hyundai Sonata headlamps that infringe the ’980 

Patent.  On information and belief, the Accused Products that infringe the ’980 Patent include, 

but are not limited to, TYC Part Nos. 20-9596-00-1, 20-9596-00, 20-9596-00-9, 20-9595-00-1, 

20-9595-00, 20-9595-00-9, 20-9596-90, 20-9596-90-9, 20-9596-90-1, 20-9595-90, 20-9595-90-

9, and 20-9595-90-1.  These Accused Products are listed in the Respondent Genera’s part-search 

website (https://tyc.autocaredata.com) as being available for purchase in the United States.  

Exhibit 5.19 is printouts of the product description and product images of a representative 

Accused Product (i.e., TYC Part No. 20-9595-00-9) from the Respondent Genera’s part-search 

website. The product description reflects that Taiwan is the country of origin for the 

representative Accused Product.   

221. Exhibit 5.49 is an order receipt dated August 12, 2021, and related invoices 

reflecting the sale of the representative Accused Product that was purchased from LKQ Online in 
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the United States and delivered to an address in the United States.  Exhibit 5.40 shows the 

pictures of the product packaging and label of the representative Accused Product.  As 

reproduced below, the representative Accused Product is labeled “MADE IN TAIWAN.” 

 

xv. Importation and Sale of Products Infringing the ’864 Patent 

222. The TYC Respondents have imported, sold for importation, and/or sold within the 

United States after importation 2016-2018 Hyundai Tucson taillamps that infringe the ’864 

Patent.  On information and belief, the Accused Products that infringe the ’864 Patent include, 

but are not limited to, TYC Part Nos. 17-5613-00, 17-5613-00-1, 17-5613-00-9, 17-5614-00, 17-

5614-00-1, and 17-5614-00-9.  These Accused Products are listed in the Respondent Genera’s 

part-search website (https://tyc.autocaredata.com) as being available for purchase in the United 

States.  Exhibit 5.20 is printouts of the product description and product images of a 

representative Accused Product (i.e., TYC Part No. 17-5614-00-9) from the Respondent 

Genera’s part-search website. The product description reflects that Taiwan is the country of 

origin for the representative Accused Product.   
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223. Exhibit 5.52 is an order receipt dated September 15, 2021, and related invoices 

reflecting the sale of the representative Accused Product that was purchased from LKQ Online in 

the United States and delivered to an address in the United States.  Exhibit 5.41 shows the 

pictures of the product packaging and label of the representative Accused Product.  As 

reproduced below, the representative Accused Product is labeled “MADE IN TAIWAN.” 

 

xvi. Importation and Sale of Products Infringing the ’865 Patent 

224. The TYC Respondents have imported, sold for importation, and/or sold within the 

United States after importation 2016-2018 Hyundai Tucson headlamps that infringe the ’865 

Patent.  On information and belief, the Accused Products that infringe the ’865 Patent include, 

but are not limited to, TYC Part Nos. 20-9745-90, 20-9745-90-9, 20-9746-90, and 20-9746-90-9.  

These Accused Products are listed in the Respondent Genera’s part-search website 

(https://tyc.autocaredata.com) as being available for purchase in the United States.  Exhibit 5.21 

is printouts of the product description and product images of a representative Accused Product 

(i.e., TYC Part No. 20-9746-90-9) from the Respondent Genera’s part-search website. The 
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product description reflects that Taiwan is the country of origin for the representative Accused 

Product.   

225. Exhibit 5.50 is an order receipt dated August 27, 2021, and related invoices 

reflecting the sale of the representative Accused Product that was purchased from LKQ Online in 

the United States and delivered to an address in the United States.  Exhibit 5.42 shows the 

pictures of the product packaging and label of the representative Accused Product.  As 

reproduced below, the representative Accused Product is labeled “MADE IN TAIWAN.” 

 

xvii. Importation and Sale of Products Infringing the ’292 Patent 

226. The TYC Respondents have imported, sold for importation, and/or sold within the 

United States after importation 2017-2018 Hyundai Elantra headlamps that infringe the ’292 

Patent.  On information and belief, the Accused Products that infringe the ’292 Patent include, 

but are not limited to, TYC Part Nos. 20-9807-00,  20-9807-00-9, 20-9807-00-1, 20-9808-00, 

20-9808-00-9, 20-9808-00-1, 20-9807-90,  20-9807-90-9, 20-9807-90-1, 20-9808-90, 20-9808-

90-9, and 20-9808-90-1.  These Accused Products are listed in the Respondent Genera’s part-
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search website (https://tyc.autocaredata.com) as being available for purchase in the United 

States.  Exhibit 5.22 is printouts of the product description and product images of a 

representative Accused Product (i.e., TYC Part No. 20-9807-00-9) from the Respondent 

Genera’s part-search website. The product description reflects that Taiwan is the country of 

origin for the representative Accused Product.   

227. Exhibit 5.49 is an order receipt dated August 12, 2021, and related invoices 

reflecting the sale of the representative Accused Product that was purchased from LKQ Online in 

the United States and delivered to an address in the United States.  Exhibit 5.43 shows the 

pictures of the product packaging and label of the representative Accused Product.  As 

reproduced below, the representative Accused Product is labeled “MADE IN TAIWAN.” 

 

xviii. Importation and Sale of Products Infringing the ’351 Patent 

228. The TYC Respondents have imported, sold for importation, and/or sold within the 

United States after importation 2017-2018 Hyundai Elantra taillamps that infringe the ’351 

Patent.  On information and belief, the Accused Products that infringe the ’351 Patent include, 
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but are not limited to, TYC Part Nos. 11-6904-00, 11-6904-00-1, 11-6904-00-9, 11-6903-00, 11-

6903-00-1, and 11-6903-00-9.  These Accused Products are listed in the Respondent Genera’s 

part-search website (https://tyc.autocaredata.com) as being available for purchase in the United 

States.  Exhibit 5.23 is printouts of the product description and product images of a 

representative Accused Product (i.e., TYC Part No. 11-6903-00-9) from the Respondent 

Genera’s part-search website. The product description reflects that Taiwan is the country of 

origin for the representative Accused Product.   

229. Exhibit 5.50 is an order receipt dated August 27, 2021, and related invoices 

reflecting the sale of the representative Accused Product that was purchased from LKQ Online in 

the United States and delivered to an address in the United States.  Exhibit 5.44 shows the 

pictures of the product packaging and label of the representative Accused Product.  As 

reproduced below, the representative Accused Product is labeled “MADE IN TAIWAN.” 

 




